This sheet applies to the 2013-14 catalog only. It does not replace the full catalog or departmental advising sheets as official statements of requirements. Students with declared majors must work with a faculty advisor on course selection and sequencing to ensure a timely graduation.

General Studies 33 min
Major courses 42
Minor 18 min
Electives 27
Total to graduate (min. 40 hrs upper division) 120 min

*TO BE COMPLETED WITHIN FIRST 30 COLLEGE-LEVEL CREDIT HOURS

Written Communication
___ ENG 1010 (3 hrs.) Composing Arguments*
or
___ ENG 1008/1009 (6 hrs.) Freshman Comp: The Essay Part I & II*
___ ENG 1020 (3 hrs.) Freshman English: Anal.,Rsrch.& Docum.
(must be completed within 45 credit hours)

Quantitative Literacy*
___ (3 hrs.)

Oral Communication*
___ (3 hrs.)

Arts and Humanities
___ (3 hrs.)
___ (3 hrs.)

Historical
___ (3 hrs.)

Natural and Physical Sciences
___ (3 hrs.)
___ (3 hrs.)

Social and Behavioral Sciences I
___ (3 hrs.)

Social and Behavioral Sciences II
___ (3 hrs.)

Global Diversity
___ (3 hrs.) may be satisfied within General Studies

MAJOR COURSES (Please see a Faculty Advisor)
___ FRE 2010 (3 hrs) Intermediate French I
___ FRE 2020 (3 hrs) Intermediate French II
___ FRE 2110 (3 hrs) French Reading and Conversation
___ FRE 3010 (3 hrs) Introduction to Advanced French Studies

ADVANCED LANGUAGE COURSES
___ FRE 3150 (3 crh) French Phonetics: Theory and Practice
___ FRE 3310 (3 crh) Advanced French Composition and Grammar
___ FRE 3320 (3 crh) Advanced Conversation
___ FRE 4540 (3 crh) Literature, Culture, and Translation

CULTURE COURSES
___ FRE 3550 (3 crh) French Historical Perspectives
___ FRE 3560 (3 crh) Contemporary Socio-Cultural Issues

REQUIRED LITERATURE COURSES
___ FRE 3110 (3 crh) Survey of French Literature I
___ FRE 3120 (3 crh) Survey of French Literature II

Choose any two courses:
___ FRE 4520 (3 crh) Modern French Theater *
___ FRE 4530 (3 crh) The French Novel *
___ FRE 4750 (3 crh) Senior Seminar in French Studies *

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
___ FRE - One course marked with an (*) will satisfy this requirement

MINOR (required)
___ - 3 Multicultural Requirement
(may be satisfied within General Studies major, minor, or elective)

ELECTIVES 27